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Welcome

Welcome to Love In The Sky®, a place inspired by the world above the clouds.

We are here to tell you about our unique sliding panel greeting card, as well as
our renowned hand drawn illustrations, depicting a world beyond imagination.



We don’t see ourselves as a normal greeting card brand
or an accessory to a gift. We aim to be a luxury card,
something specifically purchased,
not just a last minute buy.





Love In The Sky® is about creating a moment,
not just a product...



...We want to create an experience, from the card
selection, through to writing the message,

sealing it with our unique Love In The Sky® stamp,
then peeling back the petal design envelope to reveal your card.





The sliding design within our cards is unique to Love In The Sky®...

(Pull the tab on the back of the card to reveal the message panel)



...As are our designs themselves.













Love In The Sky® is a story
about two companions and their
obsession with the world above the
clouds. our hand drawn illustrations
follow their curious nature for the night
sky, the moon, and all things twinkly!

The relation between the two characters is never truely
known, making them relatable to any friendship,
blossoming romance, or companionship.



All of our illustrations are hand drawn, something
Love In The Sky prides itself on. Each drawing has been crafted over time,

making them more personal and capturing the emotions of the moment.
You aren’t just buying a card, you are purchasing a piece of artwork.



What we offer.
2-3 new illustrations each year.

Bespoke or exclusivity of designs for your store for a landmark event or celebration
(e.g. 100 years since store opening cards).

POS assets such as signage, FSDU stands, or strut cards (Subject to quantity of cards ordered).

Social and online advertising of the availability of Love In The Sky in your stores.

Each card comes in cellophane packaging complete with petal envelope and silicone stamp.

16cm x 16cm x 1cm in packaging



The Environment

Sticker on the reverse of the outer packaging

Designed and illustrated in the UK

Love In The Sky® is a registered trademark of Davi Ryatt Ltd.

Message inside reads blank

Manufactured using recyclable materials.
Materials used sourced from FSC approved factory.

www.loveinthesky.com



Current sales are through our online store and social media.
Many of the purchases come as a result of someone seeing the card

on someone else’s feed or home and asking where they got it from,
as we discovered from our “how did you hear about us?” page.

Current Sales

22 Likes
Lits.world SO SO CUTE! LOVE IT!

Dryattart Where can you get these?!

 #createamoment

6 MINUTES AGO

Lits.world
London, UK

22:47LTS
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Do you want to be part of our adventure?
Or simply want to know more?

Please contact:

Davi Ryatt
+44 (0) 7935558369

davi.ryatt@loveinthesky.com
www.loveinthesky.com



All artwork or illustrations, inlcuding their concepts, are the copyright © of Davi Ryatt Ltd. Love In The Sky® is a registered trademark of Davi ryatt Ltd.

Follow our story:
@Loveinthesky.cards
@Loveinthesky.cards
@Lits_world


